Press release
THE STOA169 COLUMNED HALL IS OPEN TO THE AUDIENCE
Polling, Germany, September 13th, 2020 - After three years of planning and one year of
construction, the STOA169 was opened to the public today. After a - due to Corona - non-public
celebration with 200 invited guests from politics, society and the art world, the columned hall is
now open to everyone interested in art.
The Bavarian State Minister for Science and Art, Bernd Sibler, praised the art project: “The
STOA169 is impressive in many ways. In times when new nationalisms are on the way, a
cosmopolitan attitude is exactly what we need today. "
As a globally unique artist columned hall, the STOA169 brings together internationally renowned
artists from all over the world: More than 100 artists who shape the art scene each design a
column, which together support a common roof. An open foyer based on an ancient model has
been created on an area of 1,600 square meters in the middle of nature. The STOA169 is a
permanent setting that unites contemporary artistic ideas and different cultural concepts in one
place.
The STOA169 sets an example for peaceful coexistence and respect for nature. Non-profit
oriented and created for the purpose of education and expansion of experience, it sees itself as an
archive of contemporary art and thus ties in with the democratic understanding of a museum.
Admission is free.
The first construction phase has now been opened, comprising a total of 81 columns. 40 more
columns will be installed until May 2021. 20 participating artists took part in the opening. They
include Georges Adéagbo (Benin), Shabek Amankul (Kyrgyzstan), Siegfried Anzinger (Austria),
Rozbeh Asmani (Iran), Roland Fischer (Germany), Wolfgang Flatz (Austria), Achim Freyer
(Germany), Paul Fuchs (Germany) , Matthias and Johann Glas (Germany), Diango Hernandez
(Cuba), Leiko Ikemura (Japan), Karin Kneffel (Germany), Nikolaus Lang (Germany), Jens
Lehmann (Germany), Andrei Loginov (Belarus), Daniel Man (Great Britain) , Jan Svenungsson
(Sweden) and Walter Vopava (Austria).
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The STOA169 initiated by Bernd Zimmer not only extends the Bavarian cultural landscape. On
the 35,000 square meter property on the banks of the Ammer river, west of the monastery and
artist village of Polling, a unique international visual arts project has emerged.
The STOA169 Foundation is now offering guided tours. Registrations at: www.stoa169.com
Details on the STOA169 project can be found at www.stoa169.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/stoa169stiftung/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/stoa169stiftung/
#stoa169stiftung #atelierberndzimmer #columnedhall #supportingcolumns
You can find high-resolution images in our press area for download at
https://stoa169.com/de/presse/
Please note the copyright information in the picture titles.
For further information and images, please contact:
Dr. Gerald Meier STOA169 Foundation Kirchplatz 2 2 82398 Polling i. Obb., Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 8802 90 180 92 Mobile: +49 (0) 179 456 4985 Email: presse@stoa169.com

About STOA169 Foundation
The non-profit STOA169 foundation based in Polling, Upper Bavaria, was founded by the
initiator Bernd Zimmer in November 2016. It is the sponsor and operator of the artists' columned
hall and, in accordance with the foundation's purpose, is committed to promoting art and culture
through the implementation and permanent maintenance of the STOA169. Together with donors
and sponsors, the foundation is responsible for the acquisition of land, development, preparatory
work and construction as well as the realization of the artist's columns. Bernd Zimmer is the
chairman of the eight-member board of trustees of the STOA169 Foundation.
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